
COMPETENCY 2: I have consistently used a wide variety of exemplary assessment practices that are guided by the 
principles of assessment (2.01),	   as outline by the School Curriculum and Standards Authority, to provide a comprehensive 
and accurate picture of student learning outcomes for my classroom, groups of students and individual students.   
 
Upper to Middle Primary Evaluation of Soundwaves (SW) Spelling: Since 2014, the whole school has been collecting 
data to track individual student progress in the learning areas of English and Maths (2.03) for every student through our SAER 
files. At the start of the year, every teacher (Year 1-6) administers the South Australian Spelling Test (SAST) as part of our 
term one assessment schedule. This is a way of obtaining baseline quantitative data to help evaluate a student’s progress in 
spelling and to determine the effectiveness of our mandatory whole school spelling programme. I administered the SAST test 
during 2015 and again in 2016 for my current year six cohort of students. The results obtained enabled me to evaluate the 
progress my students had made over time and the resulting data showed a phenomenal improvement for this group of 
students. The entire class showed a spelling age score improvement average of 3.52 years (2.05). My SAER student’s 
spelling age score improved from 6.5 years to 9.7 years (from Sierra Leone). My PEAC student’s spelling age score improved 
3.8 years. What this data told me was that my spelling routine (competency one) is extremely effective at improving spelling 
outcomes for all of my students. I initiated a discussion with my Principal regarding my impressive results and I offered to lead 
a review of our SW spelling program to help determine the teaching practices that made these results possible. I would later 
use this review to create a Soundwaves PL session to investigate a future ‘spelling block’ (competency four). He was 
impressed by my results and accepted my offer. I also discovered that the year 3/4 classroom (2015, 2.09) achieved an 
improvement average of 3.84 years. What this data showed me (and from our school’s evaluation of SW (competency four)) 
was that that our mandatory whole school SW spelling programme was improving learning outcomes for our students. 
 
Assessment of Spelling: During week one of the new school year (2016) I got my students to complete a SW diagnostic test 
to help determine what year level of work they should go on (2.02). Not only does this diagnostic test offer information about a 
student’s spelling ability, it also provides information about a student’s understanding of: alphabetic order, contractions, 
suffixes, prefixes, antonyms, synonyms, homophones, verb tense, blends and other English concepts. This assessment then 
guided my lesson design e.g. to include the explicit teaching of synonyms and antonyms (2.35). In addition to the diagnostic 
tests, I also track my students’ weekly spelling test scores from an Excel spread sheet (2.04). Immediately after Friday’s 
spelling test I ask the students for their results. If a student feels too ‘shame’ about their test score, I allow them to come up 
and show me their result without having to call it out. The spelling data I collect then informs the future direction of teaching 
moments to meet the learning needs of: the class and individual students. When analysing 2015’s spelling data and my 
anecdotal notes and observations, I noticed there were two SAER students, A.I (Sierra Leone) and B.C (Indigenous), who 
were making insufficient progress (2.10) towards improving their spelling test scores despite a ‘border line’ SW diagnostic test 
score. After the first spelling test result, I provided them with extra assistance but this strategy was not yielding the results I 
was expecting. So I decided to try them at a lower level. I privately spoke to both students informing them of why I was 
making this decision and informed the parents of the change in their IEPs. One week after changing, both students showed 
greater improvement with their spelling test scores (2.10) and were able to complete more work in their SW student 
workbook. My assessment practices in this situation show that I am sensitive to students’ needs by providing them with 
learning material that sufficiently prepares them for an authentic assessment of their spelling ability. Further confirmation of 
A.I’s progress is shown with a spelling age score increase of 3.2 years from his 2016 & 2015 SAST (2.05). At the conclusion 
of each spelling test my students complete a reflection sheet. This sheet requires students: to write a comment about how 
well they went, to highlight or circle how many ‘stars’ well they did and to work out their percentage (V2.01). My years sixes 
have become so familiar and autonomous with this assessment practice they have become excellent peer tutors, teaching the 
year fives how to fill one out. Once filled out, they need to get their parent’s signature and staple this sheet onto the same 
page as their test (2.17). To make sure these reflective sheets are actually seen by parents I run an information session at the 
start of the year regarding important school information including assessments (2.18). My parents have now come to expect a 
reflection sheet on Friday and will act upon a substandard result. When I tracked A.I’s Friday spelling test scores, I noticed 
that he scored much lower than usual (2.19). A.I completed his reflection sheet as normal and took it home for his parent’s to 
sign over the weekend. I recall A.I saying on the following Monday that his parents had ‘spoken to him’ about this result. The 
following week A.I scored a much higher result to meet the expectations of both myself and of his parents (2.20). I also send 
home letters explaining homework and what sort of work they can expect to see and I engage in discussions (in person or on 
the phone) with parents if results are not demonstrating progress. Additionally, I have also begun to publish this data onto 
Connect so parents can view these results on their smart phone. As a result of all this reflective work and with assistance 
from me, my high performing students (8) who regularly complete their spelling homework have challenged themselves by 
setting a goal to maintain their high spelling test scores above 80% (2.39). In summing up, this consistent, reflective practice 
has provided key stakeholders (parents & students) with information regarding student progress in spelling on a weekly basis.  
 
Assessment of Multiplication: At the start of the school year I run diagnostic tests (I created) to see how well my students 
understand the four operations (2.38) as part of the Assess, Plan & Teach learning cycle. In each operations test I have 
included every single type of question and subtle variations of questions applicable to an operation. Once students have 
completed these tests, I then compile all of this information into a customised Excel spread sheet I designed. This spread 
sheet is useful because I can see which types of questions students can and cannot complete. For example, at the start of 
this semester all of my year fives did not know how to use the box method (BM) multiplication algorithm nor were they able to 
use the traditional algorithm of multiplication. The year sixes knew how to use both but they could not multiply decimals using 
BM. I then planned a series of lessons on the four operations from this data and continually monitored my students’: working 



out books, Mental Maths scores and tests to determine how much they improved regarding their understanding of 
multiplication and included additional lessons were appropriate. By tracking data from a range of sources across the semester 
and planning lessons in response to this data, I was able to show an improvement in student outcomes. My year fives now 
know the BM algorithm (2.07), my years sixes are able to multiply numbers containing decimals using BM (2.06) and my 
SAER students are able to use BM if their questions contains times tables they are familiar with (2.08).  
 
Assessment of Persuasive Texts (PT): To prepare students for one of the two NAPLAN writing texts (PT) and to provide 
them with a writing grade for semester one, I use a repertoire of fair and inclusive assessments and reporting strategies to 
provide information to students and parents about their child’s progress when writing PT. In 2015 I negotiated with my 
students changes to the editing assessment criteria of the previous PT rubric I had been allocating to them (2.26). During this 
negotiation a student suggested they should receive a score for their editing and proofing skills using the ARMS and CUPS 
acronyms I used from Pinterest (2.16). I agreed and implemented the suggestion (2.29). This year during the assessment 
negotiation (which I also agreed to) a student suggested including Pathos, Ethos & Logos (PEL) persuasive devices (PD) in 
the arguments section of the rubric (2.32). This assessment practice allowed the students the opportunity to modify/create the 
assessment criteria of a PT, which helped them to better understand how a rubric works. During one of my reflections I had 
the idea of using the scores for ARMS & CUPS from the persuasive text rubrics to see if they correlated with a high spelling 
test score. This new assessment practice allowed me to see if my students actually applied their knowledge of spelling within 
their writing and to critically evaluate their summative grades for writing. By using this new assessment practice I was able to 
make consistent judgements when allocating writing grades as proven by the DoE’s First Cut data of my students’ NAPLAN 
writing scores (2.15). The writing grades (semester one, 2015) I allocated to my students were reflected in the writing band 
they were placed into. The only exception was M.L (2.15) who was not at Ashfield PS in 2015. To help students identify their 
strengths and weaknesses in writing, I use rubrics to assess the quality of the texts they produce. My persuasive writing rubric 
(2.25) is divided into eight rows that assess all of the paragraphs of a persuasive text, which includes important criteria such 
as: argument strength, paragraph/sentence structure and PD used. I also evaluate their: planning, proofing (CUPS) and 
editing (ARMS) skills. Each column is labelled: needs improvement, satisfactory, above satisfactory (2.27) and contains 
explicit, easy to understand criteria (2.29) that guides my judgement. Prior to sending home the persuasive writing homework 
task I allocated, I modelled to students how I assess a PT using this rubric. As part of one of my writing lessons, the students 
marked a persuasive text using the same rubric I would be using to assess their work. From this activity students gained a 
clearer understanding of what they needed to include in their writing. When marking, I highlight the areas where I see a 
student demonstrating a certain competency on the rubric. The strength of my PT rubric is that it clearly shows a student if a 
particular area: needs improvement, is satisfactory, above satisfactory or a combination of all three (2.29). After highlighting 
the criteria, I then decide on a mark. For example, the marks section allows me to scale the ‘good’ satisfactory marks from the 
‘excellent’ satisfactory marks (2.30). Once the highlighting is completed and a percentage allocated, I then provide written 
feedback based on a positive, negative and interesting comment structure (2.28). Before handing back the assignment I 
collate all of the data into an Excel spread sheet for analysis (2.22). What the data told me was that my students’ introduction 
and conclusion marks (2.24) were roughly the same as the marks for their arguments (2.23). The analysis I took from this 
data and from re-reading the rubrics was that my students’ structure was excellent (using connectives & the correct 
sentences) but I needed to provide more learning experiences to help my students write more convincing arguments. To 
ensure accuracy and consistency with my grade allocations I worked collaboratively with my Deputy Principal to moderate 
some of my work samples. The outcome of this moderation session confirmed that my judgements were correct to within 2 
marks (2.21). After moderating I then sat down with the students and discussed with them some of the common trends I saw 
whilst marking. The students then completed a persuasive text reflection sheet to help give them further insight into their 
strengths and weaknesses (2.34) when writing PT. Finally, I sent this reflection sheet home with their marked work for their 
parents to sign (2.34). To make sure the students did not ‘forget’ to show their work to their parents, I also published their 
results on Connect so parents could view their child’s score online through the Connect app or via a browser (2.33).  
 
Use of ICT to Assist With Assessment: I use Plickers and Kahoots as assessment tools because they provide immediate 
feedback to the teacher in the form of a downloadable excel spread sheet of results (V2.02). Plickers allows the teacher to 
give immediate feedback to students after they answer a question or at the end of the test. When evaluating the quality of the 
students’ arguments for their PT this year, I felt that there was room for improvement. To confirm if the students could 
remember the persuasives device/s (PD) acronyms of AFORREST & PEL I conducted a formative assessment using Plickers 
(2.31 & V2.02). Based from the questions I created I saw that the class had a good understanding of PEL and AFORREST. 
Although when I followed up this data by asking students to write examples of PEL and AFORREST a number of them had 
trouble writing examples. This informed me that my class could recognise different PD however some students could not write 
examples of them when asked. When it comes to writing persuasive texts in 2017 I will include more opportunities for 
students to practice writing PD. I have also used Plickers and Kahoots to confirm outstanding student achievement. When 
deciding R.B’s grades for History this year I noticed he scored 81% in the end of term History test I designed. I was seriously 
considering allocating him an A grade for History so I looked back over: his scores for the Plickers History quiz (primary and 
secondary sources of history) I created, a Kahoots’ test on the Eureka Stockade (V2.02), his student work book and my 
anecdotal notes and observations of his progress. R.B scored 84% in the Plickers quiz, had 11/13 questions correct for the 
Kahoots test and had completed all of the work in his HASS workbook to a high standard. I then decided to award R.B an A in 
History and I sent an email to his mother to share the good news before he received his report.  
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